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marks which may frequently be detected in other parts of
the coin, either at each side of the bust, in the field, or
interspersed among the letters of the legend, and the
pellets of the quarters, as being marks subsidiary to them.
Edward IV/s reign lasted eighteen years, with one short
interruption, and during those eighteen years his London
Mint employed the following chief marks—1, the cross ;
2, the heraldic cinquefoil; 3, the rose; 4, the sun;
5, the crown; 6, the annulet; and 7, the lis, for the
purpose of designating all moneys struck there for the
king within particular periods, each ff delivery " bearing
its special mark.
Now, while these initial emblems had this use,2 what
use had those subordinate marks which are found on
some of the pieces in such variety ? We cannot imagine
they were placed there with no meaning, or without
authority. The wardens of the mint would insist on an
uniformity of style in the production of each die, there is
no doubt, and permit no departure from it without reason.
Can these marks have been engraved on the dies by each
moneyer*s direction or request, to distinguish the coins he
was personally responsible for, within the period the mint-
mark proper was being used, that whenever a f( trial" took
place he might easily prove his own work to be good, and
so get his " quietus ? "
We know that great irregularity prevailed in Henry "Ws
and VI/s time, through the uncertain intervals occurring
between each trial of the pix, and that Edward IV.
restored the practice of assaying regularly every three
* See Eliding, on the duties of the Master, vol. i. p. 30. By
a statute in the eighth year of Edward IV, the master or warden
was absolutely required to put a privy mark on all the money,
both silver and gold; so that he might " know and wite" which
money had been of his working, and which not.

